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Removing tax impediments to certain business 
structures 

On 12 December 2014, the Tax and 
Superannuation Laws Amendment (2014 
Measures No 6) Bill 2014 received Royal Assent. 
The Bill makes changes to CGT rollovers for 

businesses by extending the existing business 
restructure rollovers available where a member of a 
company or unitholder in a unit trust can defer the 
income tax consequences of transactions that occur 
in the course of a business restructure. This includes 
allowing taxpayers to apply the rollovers where the 
CGT assets they held, the shares or units, are held 
as revenue assets or trading stock.  The 
amendments also tidy up the law so the business 
restructure rollovers that apply to shares and units 
are now found in one set of provisions. 
 

Tip! 

If you are contemplating a restructure of your 
business, consult your tax adviser. A rollover 
may be available to you that may not have 
been available before these legislative 
changes were made. 

Dabbling in Bitcoin? What’s the ‘tax’ story? 

On 17 December 2014, the ATO issued its position 
on how it will treat Bitcoin, a digital currency, for tax 
purposes. The ATO’s views are: 

Income Tax 

 Bitcoin is not a 'foreign currency' for the 

purposes of the income tax law because the 

ATO does not view Bitcoin as currency or 

foreign currency in the context in which those 

terms operate for the purpose of the Australian 

tax law (TD 2014/25). 

 Bitcoin is a 'CGT asset' for the purposes of the 

income tax law as it is regarded as ‘property’ for 

the purpose of the tax law (TD 2014/26). 

 Bitcoin is trading stock when held for the 

purpose of sale or exchange in the ordinary 

course of a business because it is regarded as 

property for tax purposes (TD 2014/27). 
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FBT 

 The provision of Bitcoin by an employer to an 

employee in respect of their employment is a 

property fringe benefit (TD 2014/28). 

GST 

 A transfer of Bitcoin from one entity to another is 

a 'supply' for GST purposes. The exclusion from 

the definition of supply for supplies of money 

does not apply to Bitcoin because Bitcoin is not 

'money' for the purposes of the GST Act. 

 The supply of bitcoin is not a 'financial supply' 

nor an input taxed supply. 

 A supply of bitcoin is a taxable supply if the 

requirements under the GST Act are met. 

 A supply of bitcoin in exchange for goods or 

services will be treated as a barter transaction. 

 Bitcoin is not goods and cannot be the subject of 

a taxable importation. However, an offshore 

supply of Bitcoin can be a taxable supply under 

the 'reverse charge' rules. 

 An acquisition of Bitcoin will not give rise to input 

tax credits under the provisions of the GST Act 

which allow input tax credits for certain 

acquisitions of second-hand goods. 

 A supply of Bitcoin is not a supply of a voucher.  

(See GSTR 2014/3) 

The reasoning behind the ATO’s positions is very 
technical. If you are interested to understand more 
about it, your tax adviser will be able to tell you 
more. 
 

Note! 

If you are dabbling in Bitcoin, beware the 
possible tax implications for you.  

Also, at the time of writing, there is a Senate 
committee conducting an inquiry into how 
Australia should regulate digital currency, 
including how the tax system should treat 
digital currency, such as Bitcoin. The tax 
treatment for Bitcoin could potentially change 
pending the outcome of the inquiry. 

Employee Share Scheme changes 

In the previous edition of TaxWise Business, we 
referred to the Government’s recent announcement 
to make changes to the tax treatment of employee 
share schemes. The Government has since 
released exposure draft legislation for consultation. 
These changes are likely to come into law this year, 
but are still a little way off. 

Look out for further information in later editions of 
TaxWise Business this year. 

GST treatment of ATM service fees, credit card 
and debit card surcharges - GSTR 2014/2  

On 17 December 2014, the ATO issued GST Ruling 
GSTR 2014/2 entitled "Goods and services tax: 
treatment of ATM service fees, credit card 
surcharges and debit card surcharges". 

This Ruling explains the goods and services tax 
(GST) treatment of: 

 a fee payable for ATM services listed in the GST 

Regulations   

 a surcharge imposed by a merchant on a 

customer in respect of a credit card transaction 

concerning supplies of goods or services by the 

merchant to the customer – the surcharge forms 

part of the consideration for the supply.  

 Whether there is GST on the surcharge 
depends on the supply made. For example, 
if you are selling clothes that are subject to 
GST and the customer pays with a credit 
card, the credit card surcharge will also be 
subject to GST; if you are selling fruit and 
vegetables which are GST-free and the 
customer pays with a credit card, there will 
be no GST on the surcharge. 

 a surcharge imposed on a customer in respect 

of a credit card transaction concerning the 

payment of an Australian tax or an Australian 

fee or charge subject to Division 81 of the GST 

Act. 

   The surcharge has the same treatment 
for GST purposes as the Australian tax, fee 
or charge. eg Paying for your NSW driver 
licence with a credit card and a surcharge 
applies, as there is no GST on the licence 
fee, there is no GST on the surcharge. 

 a surcharge imposed by a merchant in respect 

of a debit card transaction concerning a supply 

of goods or services, a cash withdrawal or both 

a supply of goods or services and a cash 

withdrawal.  

 Whether there is GST on the surcharge 
depends on the supply made. For example, if 
you run a bakery and customers pay for their 
cakes with a debit card, there will be GST on the 
surcharge because those goods are subject to 
GST.   

 

Note! 

Where the supply contains items that are 
subject to GST and others that are not, the 
merchant will have to apportion the surcharge 
between the taxable and non-taxable supplies 
using a fair a reasonable method. Consult your 
tax agent for assistance with this.  
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What’s the ATO’s view of GST and 
crowdfunding?  

Crowdfunding involves using the internet and social 
media to raise funds for specific projects or 
particular business ventures. For ATO information 
about the GST treatment of crowdfunding, go to the 
ATO’s website. 

Addendum to TR 2005/7 (taxation implications of 
'partnership salary' agreements) issued  

In November last year, the ATO issued an 
addendum to Taxation Ruling TR 2005/7: 

 TR 2005/7A1 - Income tax: the taxation 

implications of 'partnership salary' agreements 

The addendum amends the ruling to include the 
taxation consequences of a partner's salary where 
the partnership is a corporate limited partnership.  
 
As a result, ATO ID 2002/564 (Income Tax Partner 
Salary in A Corporate Limited Partnership) has been 
withdrawn. 

SMSF electronic record-keeping  

Self-managed super funds (SMSFs) are required to 
keep accurate tax and super records for specified 
time periods. It is likely that the cost of maintaining 
these records can be reduced through electronic 
storage. To enable SMSFs to take advantage of 
potential cost savings, the ATO advises that the 
record-keeping requirements have been updated to 
allow records to be kept electronically. Records kept 
electronically must be easy to access and verify. For 
more information, see the ATO’s website. 

To Do! 

If you are concerned about whether you are 
keeping the right records for your SMSF, 
speak to your tax adviser. 

Rules for SMSFs' collectables and personal-use 
assets  

The ATO recently published on their website 
information about the rules that apply to collectables 
and personal-use assets of SMSFs. Some of the 
rules are: 

 assets can't be leased to, used by, or stored 

in the residence of a related party; 

 assets must be insured in the SMSF’s name 

within seven days of purchase; and 

 storage decisions for these assets must be 

documented and the written record kept for at 

least 10 years. 

To Do! 

If you have an SMSF with collectable and 
personal-use assets, you should see your tax 
adviser to make sure that your fund is 
complying with all the relevant rules. 

Correcting arrangements involving private 
companies and shareholders and their 
associates 

Recently, the ATO published on its website 
information about what to do if you have a private 
company that has, for example, made a loan to a 
shareholder that is a ‘deemed dividend’ for tax 
purposes. A taxpayer can take corrective action by, 
for example putting the right loan documentation in 
place, to ensure that the amount is not captured by 
the ‘deemed dividend’ rules (colloquially known as 
“Division 7A”). 

Your tax agent will be able to assist you if you have 
any concerns about loans or other arrangements 
you may have in place with your private company so 
it is always best to consult your tax professional for 
help with these sorts of things. 

Nil activity statements must be lodged  

If you have Activity Statements to lodge, even if your 
Activity Statement is nil for a particular period, the 
Activity Statement still needs to be lodged. Failure to 
lodge an activity statement, even one with zero 
obligations, may delay processing and result in 
penalties. 

It is good to stay on top of these obligations and 
obtain the assistance of your tax agent to ensure 
you lodge your Activity Statement on time, every 
time. 

Tip! 

The ATO has published some tips for getting 
your Activity Statement right which you can 
find on the ATO website. 

 
Changes to the Australian Business Register are 
coming  
 
Some changes to the Australian Business Register 
are coming in early 2015 including: 

 re-introduction of the ‘save and return’ 
function when completing an ABN 
application; 

 allowing standard AUSkey holders to view, 
update and cancel the ABN records; and 

 improving the process for applying for an 

ABN. 
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Taxable payments reporting - building and 
construction industry  
 
The ATO has published the following information 
about the taxable payments reporting obligations of 
persons in the building and construction industry: 
 

 Taxable payments reporting - building 

and construction industry 

 Do you work as a contractor in the 

building and construction industry? 

 
2013-14 Taxable payments annual reports now 
overdue  
 
The ATO has advised that it is writing to businesses 
in the building and construction industry who have 
not lodged their 2013-14 Taxable payments annual 
report, reminding them it is now overdue. The letter 
will generally be sent to the business though could 
also be sent to tax agents. 

If you are no longer in the building and construction 
industry or did not pay contractors during 2013-14, 
you can complete the “Taxable Payments Annual 
Report - Not required to report” online form. 

Note! 

If you are in the building and construction 
industry, you may have received one of these 
letters. If you have, you should speak to your 
tax agent about what to do next. 

Rental property review letters made clearer  

The ATO has advised that it has redeveloped the 
letters it is sending to agents and their clients 
regarding reviews of rental legal and/or borrowing 
expense claims. In feedback, the ATO was asked to 
provide information on the specific area of the 
expense claims it is reviewing. The re-drafted letters 
now identify: 

 return label and amounts in question; 

 the proposed adjustments; 

 what to do in the event of a disagreement; and 

 where to find relevant information on ato.gov.au 

about what can be claimed, including QR reader 

codes to scan for smart phones or tablets. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

To Do! 

You should see your tax adviser if you have a 
rental property and receive one of these 
letters. 

Draft effective lives: repair and maintenance of 
heavy machinery and equipment assets  

If you have heavy machinery and equipment in your 
business (eg agricultural equipment), you may be 
interested to know the ATO has published a draft 
list of effective lives for assets used in the repair 
and maintenance of heavy machinery and 
equipment for public comment by 31 January 2015. 
When finalised, the ATO proposes to add them to 
the schedule that will apply to new assets purchased 
or installed on or after 1 July 2015. 

GST - avoiding common errors 

For ATO advice about avoiding common errors that 
may occur when completing activity statements, 
accounting for GST and claiming GST credits, go to 
the ATO website. 

Farm management deposits scheme  

For ATO information about the farm management 
deposits scheme, go to the ATO website. 
 
Selling or closing down a business 
  
If you are selling or closing down a business, there 
are some important tax obligations for the business 
that you should attend to, such as: 

 ensuring all outstanding Activity Statements 

and returns (income tax, FBT) have been 

lodged; 

 put in all requests for any refunds owed to 

your business; 

 cancel any PAYG withholding registrations 

for the business; and 

 cancel the business’ ABN (which should also 
result in the cancellation of other 
registrations such as GST. 
 

More information can be found on the ATO’s 
website.  

DISCLAIMER 

Taxwise® News is distributed by professional tax 
practitioners to provide information of general interest to 
their clients. The content of this newsletter does not 
constitute specific advice. Readers are encouraged to 
consult their tax adviser for advice on specific matters. 
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